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REPORTTROM THE JUSTICE DEPARTMENT

'1 emyleased to have the opportunity to speak to you

this morning. The report from the Justice Department at

esSentially the midpoiont of the Reagn Administration's first

term,is a positive one in the area of equal employment O6ortunity.

The legal.positions takenrhave in many instances been surrounded

by controverAy, but. they 'have yet,to.wilt under attack. Nor

do we expect fhem to. A quick'review of'our. Title VII enforcement'

activities -et, the:Department will help explain the basis for

this confidence. Let me preface my remarks by noting at the

that'q will speak ere principally in the conteXt-ofoutse

1 opportunity for all races, but my commentssapply_as

readily to equal treatment of the sexes in employment matters.

It is by, now no great revelation that a fixed and' guiding

principle of this Administration is that race is an impermissible

basis on which to allocate resources or penalties. Our mission-

at the Justice Departtent -- indeed our statutory and constitutional

duty -- is to pursue relentlessly the eradication of.racial

discrimination in all of its forms in this.country -- the

subtle as well as the not so subtle. The ideal of equal justice

under law compels the 41imination of race-consciousness,as a

standard of evaluation. Each individual in society leserves.to

' be judged, on his or her taltnts'alone, without regard to skin

color, and no.person who is innocent of wrongdoing should be

-made to suffer the sting of rejection solely becadse of anottier's.

race -- whether white or black. These are the principles bn
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ich.the Consti.tution and federal laws in this cauntry are
4 %. 6

fourided, and we dre dutybound.to apply them atcordingly.
,

,

The Justice Department's commitment to the principle of
,-;

;

, equal opportunii*sr, has not wavered since the, early days of this

Alminiitration. Attorney Gel-feral Smith left nO doubt about our

position.in his May, 1984 speecirto the American Law Institute,

when We stated:. "[I]n a just society, government.mudt not require

either racial balancebor'raCial.separation -- and government must

not guarantee any individual a result based tapon,tis or .her race.."
4

That hgs been the cenbral theme of ovr Title VII enforcement

- \

activities.. As you,. know, the Deparbaent's principal responsbility
A .

in'this area concerns public emp loyment, that is, state and

local employers. 'When I fixst assumed-my Position a,s Assistant

Attorney Generale there were' a sizeable number of'Public emploY- .

ment cases already in'procesb at the Division, either in an
-

investigatory sEage or in actual litigation. The apprvach takeh
.7 .

in* pursuit of liability in those matters has continued, Without

interrupticrft bn precisely the same terms as urged4py my- ,

/I
predebessors.

,
.1.. . .

Thus, contrary tO media suggestions, nd policy shift has

occurred in our attitude tpward."class action" litigation -2

more accurately described as "pattern, or practice" suitT. We
,

- ,

.. have commenced and have continued sudh actiOns in thg same mapner
. S

as before and we have recovered large amounts of money on,behalt'---,
, . . .

of all identifiable victils of the unlawful discriminatory practices.
i ...

if;
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the bacepaylaward of $/,750,000 obtained by the Civil Rights

Divieion against Fairfax County, Vieginia, 1.at year on behalf
/.

of 685 victims of discrimination was the largest Title VII recovery

-- both in terms of the number of dollars involved and the number

of individual beneficiaries -- in the history of the Department.

We secured a back.pay ayard of $1,300,000 in a separate employment

discriminaetion case involving the Nassau County pop.de department

in 'Long Is.land, New-York. TheFe are other similar examples I

could point to.

Another popular misconception' that should be laid to Alest

is that we have abandoned staestical analyses in dete'rmining

That is simply not the case. The Supreme Court in

Griggs v..Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424 (1970), and its progeny
alb

set a'clear course tq.be followed in establishing a Title VII'

ciiolatiqn. We take': those decisions as we find them and apply the
A

law in each case in accordance with outstanding Supteme,Court

precedents.4 Both disparate treatment and dikparate impact analyses

are used in our litigation efforts/ and statistical evaluations

'are a Tegular part of our investigations and trial preparation.

,From this it follows -- again contrary to some reports --

that we lOok fo'r discriminatory effects in the employment field

0 "no less'than for discriminatory intent. Where a disparate

impact on minorities can be shown as-a result of an employer's

hiring dhd promotion practices, the burden in our cases -- as in

those involving private employment -- shifts-to the employer to

demo strate that the adverse effects are job related or based on

5
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va,lidated selection Crkteria. The Department's litigation.strategy

' in this regard has' undergone no change.

Nor does our enfocement record over the past tw o years

.

.

,signal otherwise. .The Division has been activelyoinvolved in,over

100 employment discrimination lawsuits, including a number of.,

outstanding decrees that we are actively monitoring; 13 new

cases have been filed; 20 of our cases have been resolved by

consent decrees. There are; moreover, currently 23 ongoing

investigations of edployment.discrimination involving 36 state'v,

or local governments. Whether measured against a co4arab1e

period in prior administrations, or simply assessedhn its.own
P

terms, the record is an impresaive testament to the-Department"s
.f

overarching commitment to equal employment opportunity.

The relief we seels, in these cases also speaks eloquently

to that commitment. As in the.past, the Department insists in

every case'that the priordiscrimination be enjoined and that the

employer engage only in nondiscriminatory race-'and sex-neutral

hiring and promotion practices in the future. In additiont as in

the past, we seek.as an element of title VII relief the affirmative

remedies of bac kpay, retrbactive seniority, reinstatement, and
4

hiring and promotion priorities, for all individual viceims of

discrimination in order to restore them to the ir "xightful plade"

-- that is, to the position they would have attained but for the

discrimination. Moreovert this "rightfu/ plce" ref is, in

our view, available not only to those applicants turned away on

accoUkt_of race, but also to those qualified individuals shown to'
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/
have been discouraged fromi,ever applying for emplOym tecause

of their kno4ledge of the employer's unlawfua discrimi ation.
e

.
Finally, employers who have offended the nondis rimination

command of the 1964 Civi.;krUghts ct are, under our decrees, .'

'required to make specialefforts to recruit minority workers

frpm.those commanities that had been ignored in the past, ana to

.
*file periddic reports on the recruitment effbrts.. Such rellef

. r

is, as it-must be, tailored to fit the violation, singe in virtually
. ,

every instance'of unlawful.employment discrimination, the employer's

search for new employees has.been confined -.;-. geogral5hica1ly and "-
\ . .

.

-,
,otherwise --in.a manner XhaE produces few minority'applicants.

,

:4
,

Such comprehensive outreach programS,,kre designed-to break that

fi

stranglehold, and forge.employers to make known to the entire

relev t labor market.that employment opportunities are available .

to 1 OhifiedpersonS. ..

... .
.

In a regent opinion approving a Justice'Departmerit consent

. *\

.

.

_

decree providing for the above relief, a federal district court
. .

had this to'say:,
..

The . . . Consen, t Decree retains tlie :

requirement that theAemployerl seek out and
recompense those'who ma

II
ve been the victims

1441o t sex and race d scrfpasi) inatibp. It also
requires, gilite.properly, that the [employer]
idtensify its recruitment of females dnd blacks

1 in view of their historisal exclusion from many,

areas of . . . work. Butthe decree makes
clear, in obediance tp statute and the
Constitution, that employment decisions must not
be.based on eace and sex. , .

.
qhoever gets ahead in th'e [employer's

workfdrce] under this decree San rest assured
'that he or she, black or white, earned it on

merit..

7
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.abw effective have these "affirmative action" reciuitment,

requirements been? We now have a few preliminary .resultt belied

on some of the decrees entered during the Administration's first

year in offipe. In those decrees, the Department and the em loyer

undertook to assess generally the likely applicant flow that

might be expected in response to a vigorous reekuitment effort.

These. projections -- expressed in terms of recraitment gdals, Or

the likely percentage of 'qUilified minority applicants who would

be in the available pool of 'those eligible for ticre on a.
* ,

nOndiscriminatory basis .have for the most part been exceeded

under our decrees. Thus, "affirmdative action" recruitment requirements

--'when conscientiously implemented -- have produced greater

numbers of qualified minotitj.es applying for emploment.. And,

as would be expected,,a nondiscriminatory hiring process 6ririgs

more of those minorities into the workforce.

.Thekeis, under this approach, no resort to hiring.quotas

or 'numerical goals. We are finding that, with that so-called
,

I* "affirmative action" feature rem

D
ed,.the employer no 1ong4X has

.
a aonvedient ceiling to,hide und , . Ve now cannot, flnder our ,

.

,

approach, hire a set number of black employees (without regard to

their qualifications) ip.order "to get.the government off his
-

back;" and.then ignore.other minority prospects who,,by all

objective criteria, fully deserve employment.

That is, of course, the practical side of the argument for

- abandoning the use of hiring and promotion quotas or other',

8
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statistical formulae. There are, as Well, compelling moral aYild

legal reason)

The legal arguments have recently been spelled out in

-
briefs filed by the.JustiO Depariment in wo pending cases --

. the Boston Firefighters hnd police case in the Supreme Court of-.,"

thejinited States and, the New Orleans Police case in7the Fifth -

Circuit Court of Appeals.' Read together, those filings state

.unequivocally pur vieW that court-ordered or court-sanctioned

racial prefei-ences for nonvictims of distrimination, whether in

the guise oT quotas or otherwise, (1)4exce.ed the permissible

limits of 'judicial reffiedial authOrity under Title_VII, Wild (2).
,

, tread umfairly dn the intexests of innocent non-preferred

employees in violatiom of the equal protection guaranties of

the.Constitttion.

ii the Boston Firefighters and'Porice case, findings of
%,

aiscriminatioe Were made against Boston's. police department in

1971 and against its fire,department in 1974. Courts 'ordered
. . ..0

both the fite and police departmens to hire minorities 6n a
--

,

. .
.

racially prefereptial basis untii a certain.racial balambe was
. .. , .

.
.

aohigved. Under these quota R1an4
s

the,percentage of minorities
).

did increaser In 1981, both Departments faced a budget crisis

and tale need'to...laytff employees. The Cdurt 6f Appeals for the
. ,

- r
.

.

First Circuit affirmedta district court orde'r that these layoffs
.. ,

be made in such a -fashion as fp.. preserve then existing racial

444

balance in each department, in derogation Of State li
)w requiring

- .

,

. . -

. , ...

C

..

layoffs to be made in otder oE reverse.seniority. *As conseqUen e,
.

. .

9
k.
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some white poltce officerstwith as many as 10 years on the job

were laid off in favor of minority officers with less than 2,
II

years on the job. Most of the preferred minority officers were

not, 'themslties., victiñs of the employer's discrimination.

In its Suprekte Court brdef, the Justice pepartment takes
r.

the position that Se5tion 706(g) ,of itle VII does not tolerate

remedial action by courts that would,- rant to nonvictims of

discrimination -- at the expetgle of wholly innocent employees or

potential employees -- an emplOyment preference based solely on

:the fact that they are members of a particular race. We arrived

at this position only.after the most,met:fdulops review of the

statute and its legislative history, as well as a careful.study

of Supreme Court precedents. that legal analysis argues,over=

whelminglyfor the proposition*that Congress intended Title VII

tO have evenhanded applicatlon as to all individuals in, or
`I

seeking entry to, the workfoKce. 'Preferential treatment based.on

race was the very practice that Congress sought to dondemn by the
A

1

statute, and quota relief as a possiblejudicia1 remedy was

explicitlyrejecteclipy the chief.sponsors of the 1964 legislation.
W

1 ".
Mbreover, the hLstory.of the 1972 amendments to the Act proviq

no süpport for.overtprni tht-original legislative intent.

Thus;.we pelieve 1that a.court.issimply not at liberty, in

'the intervt,40'maintafni-ng 'racial balance, to grant prefere.ntial

Ereatmccht to ope ,group of employeee based solely on race; to do

1

ot*
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,so would ride roughshod Over legitimate seniority rights of

another group of wholly innocent emploYees.

/In the New Orleans Police case, the complaint was filed in

1973 by,thirteen named, black police officera, and by applicants.
4

for appointment as police officers, in the liew Orleans Police
.

Department (N0pD). Plaintiffs alleged that the City of New°

Orleans and various other government defendants had engaged in

racially discriminatory enloyment practices in violation of,

inter alia, Title\VII of the 1964 Civil 'itights,Act, 42 U.S.C.

§ 2000e et seq. Before commencement of trial, the parties submitted

for the District Court's approval a consent decree governing

"virtually every phase of an officer's employment by the NOPD."

543 F. Supp. at 668. The proposed consent decree included a

provision requiring the promotion of one black officer for every

white officer until blacks' constituted 50% of the swotn officers

in all ranics of the NOPD.

Objections to the- decree, particularly the one-Ito-one

promotion quota, were filed by classes of female officers, Hispanic

officers, and white officers, Which had been permitted to intervene

for the limited purpose of challenging the decree. The diattict

court approved the decree''s. extensive provisions pertaining to

14b

recruiting, hiring, ttaining, and testing, but refused to.approve

the proposed one-t6=one quota. A divided panel of the Court of

APpealS for the FAifth Circuit reversed, holding that the district
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cdurt had abused.its discretion in Tefusing to approve the .proposed

promotion quota.

In challenging that panel decision, the Department reiterated

its position in goston regardipg the limits on judidial remedial'
-

,authority imposed by Section 706(g). A one-for-one quota promotion

that works to'the advantage of one group -- not as victims of the

original diScriminatory practices but solely as melbers of a

particular race -- wht4e So obviously disadvantaging other groups
,

of innocent employees on,accOunt of their sex or skin color, fails

under any construction of the statute's remedial prov,ision. It

is neither desi(g(ned to."make whole",4dividual victims.of

'.discrimination nor calculated to advapce "esuitable" remedial

objecties. Indeea, its principal feature is remarkably

"inequitable." And, as developed in our t6; Orleans brief, where

such race-conscious inequities are faihibned r approved by the
1

,. .

government, Including the judiciary, equal protection guarantees

'of the United States Constitution are offenaed.

Nor should the moral imperatives of thi.s position be lost

a discussion of.legal principles. Racial discrimination,

based as it is on a personal characteristic that is both immutable

and irrelevant to employment decisions, is offensive regardless

of which race is victimized. It is no answer tO the victim of

reverse discrimination to say that quotas lack. the invidious

character -- the stigmatizing effect .--lof.discrimination against ,

minorities. The consequences of.raciaraiscrimination are as

.1 9
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.
real and as-pnjust no matter who is being viotimized. As one

f
§upreme'Court Justice had put it: "no dNcrimination-based on

race is benign,. . . . no actiOn disadvantaging a person because

of his colot is affirmative."

Proponents of racial preferences maintain that regulation
11

PP

,and allocation by race are not wrongper se, rather, they depend 1

for validity upon who is being regulated, on what is being

allocated, and on the purpose of the arrangement. Thus, regulation

by race has been promoted as an unfortunate but necessary means

of achieving a truly race-:neutral society. Race must be considered,
.A

so the argument-goes, "(lin order to get beyond racism." 1/

With dharacteristic eloquence, professor Alexander Bicke].
"g

exposed the fundamental flaw in this argument, remarking:

1

The lesson of the great decisions of Supreme
Court and the lesson of contemporary history have
been Ape sane for at least a generation: discrimi-
nation on the besis of race is illegal; immoral,.
unconstitutional, inherently wrong, and destructive
of democratic society. Now this i§ to be unlearned
.and we are told that this is not a matter of.funda-
mental principle but only,a matter of whose ox is

%gored Sound support in the.Constitution
for equality, tproponents of racial preferen s] now
claim support for inequality under the same onsti-
tution. 2/

lc

1/ Regents of university of California v.)Bakke, 438 U.S. 265,
TO7 11978) (Blackmun, J., concurring).

2/ A. Bickel, The Morality of Consent, 133 (1975). #

f

3

,
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And, sadly, by taking such a stand, those who cling to race-

consciousness as the necessary means to \(ace-neutral society,

disserve the very dream that they clairi to hold dear. For, a

decade of experience with such "affirmative action" relief has

taught bUt one lesson. To use again the words of Professor Bickel:
4

"The history of the racial quota is a.history, of subjUgation,,not

beneficence. .. (The) quota is a divider of society, a creator

of castes, and it is all the worse for its racial base, especially

in a society desperatel striving for an equality that will make

race.irrelevant." Id.

Let me expand on that point. The quota issue,is not, as some

would have it, a matter of pitting blacks.against whi'tes: That is

a false dividing line. Quotas divide the.individuals in the

preferred group -- whicfiever group it is -- frOm the indAviduals

, in,all of the non-Treferred grOups. Im.paint of fect the use of

race in (he dist'ribution of limited economic and educational

resources in the past decade ha's led to the creation of a kind of

racial spoils system in America, fostering competition not only
. ,

among individual members of contending groups, but,among 4e
/ .

.

gtoups themselves. As noted commentator.George Will aptly put
4

it, this sort of allocation ofjopportunity has operated "to divide

4
the majestic national river into little racial and."ethnic.cre'eks,"

making the United StatessAless a Nation than an angry menagerie

of factions scrambling for,preference4d "

1 I
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w does one in f'airness resolve such controversies? In
t

the New Orleans'Police case,, fordxample, separate groups of

Hispanic and women police officers intervened in the case'for the

purpose of objecting to the promotion quota, joining a separate

group of objecting white offic s. Is the proper solution to

carve out pieces of the prom onal pie for pdditional groups in

this case and, if so, where does it end? or, proper

'solution a race- and sex-neutral policy based on nondiScriminatory

criteria? And, in the Boston Firefighters and Police ga'se, what

does one say to,a ten-year veteran of the Boston poliCe force,

who engaged in o wrong, but who is laid-off solely on the basis

of his race in f r of a two-year member of, the police force,

especially when the latter had not been vIctimized by their .

eiployer's discriminationl What larder principle does one deploy .

to explaln to the ten-year veteran officer that "simple justice"

has been served in his case? set
1

There,is, I iubmit, but one way out of t,his dilemma% it

is the way shown by our Constitution' h tolerates no distinctions;

nor permits any prefprences, based on race. s th y chafted

.by Congress when it legisfated vainSt discriminatiod in the

: Civil Rights Act of 1964, including Tit17 VII. We are alf

each of us -- a minority in this -- a minority of one.

our rights derive from the uniquely,American belief"In the.primacy

of the indivi 1. And an individAl's rights rise"no hlgher'

nor fall any lower than the rights of others because of race.
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Preferential treatment dile to race dqsex --Lwhethey it
.

.
.

. .

. serVep tO get an indiv idual' hired, promoted, or terminated -- -

ciltd.against the grain of equal ogportunity.' That uniquely'
(

'Americln ideal has no greater tolerance for discrimination-that

favors,minorit;es or Women than At does for discriminatory behavior
,

that works to their disadvantage. Whichever.way the windmill
1 .

tilts,-no quota sygtem that tests on color or:gender. distinctions
,

adds up'to fairness,'do goal demanding racial or sexual preferences

is worthy of attainment.

It is on thebe terms that we at the justice Department have

shaped our Title VII enforcement activities over the past two

years, and'it is on these terms that we will proceed in the months

ahead. The results to date have been encouraging. Thereeis, I

think, a far greater appreciat'ion Of'the strengths -- both legal

and moral -- in our position as a,result of the public debate

that has been generated around the "affirmative actionr issue.

Courts are beginning to loOk more carefully at the questions
,

raised: And, it is becoming increagingly apparent to the citizens

of this country, both black and white, that the Department's

_policies in this area are driven pot by any animus towards particular

groups, as some editorialists have falsely suggested, but rather

by an abiding fidelity to the overarching principle of fairness

to akr individuals, whatever 'their race, color, iex, or national'
(

origin.

16
*
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Simply put, we believe in the ideal of equal employment

opportunity. And that ideal requires that every person,receive\.

eqqal opportunity for employment on the strength of his or,

6r individual merit. Any compromise of that colmand, such as

resort to racially preferential hirings, promotions or job

terminations -- whether the motives be benign or pernicious.

cannot fairly be described as "affirmative."

Thank you.

D01,111043
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